Abstract. Inferring functional relations from relational databases is important for discovery of scientic knowledge because many experimental data in science are represented in the form of tables and many rules are represented in the form of functions. A simple greedy algorithm has been known as an approximation algorithm for this problem. In this algorithm, the original problem is reduced to the set cover problem and a w ell-known greedy algorithm for the set cover is applied. This paper shows an ecient implementation of this algorithm that is specialized for inference of functional relations. If one functional relation for one output variable is required, each iteration step of the greedy algorithm can be executed in linear time. If functional relations for multiple output variables are required, it uses fast matrix multiplication in order to obtain non-trivial time complexity bound. In the former case, the algorithm is very simple and thus practical. This paper also shows that the algorithm can nd an exact solution for simple functions if input data for each function are generated uniformly at random and the size of the domain is bounded by a constant. Results of preliminary computational experiments on the algorithm are described too.
Introduction
Many s c i e n tic rules are represented in the form of functions. For example, an output value y j may be a function of several input variables x i1 ; : : : ; x id (i.e., y j = f j (x i1 ; : : : ; x id )). For another example, a simple dierential equation of the form dyj dt = f j (x i 1 ; : : : ; x i d ) can also be considered as a function if we can know the values of dy j dt (e.g., using 1yj 1t in place of dyj dt ). Moreover, many experimental data in sciences are represented in the form of tables. Therefore, inferring functional relations from tables is important for scientic discovery. Since a relational database consists of tables, this problem is almost equivalent to inference of functional relations from relational databases.
Inference of functional relations (or almost equivalently, inference of functional dependencies) from relational databases is rather a classical problem in the eld of KDD (knowledge discovery in databases) [2, 9{11] O(mn) . This complexity is reasonable because g is usually small (e.g., < 10). This algorithm has some similarity with decision tree construction algorithms, where the similarity and dierence are to be discussed in the nal section. By the way, in some applications, it is required to infer functional relations for multiple output variables simultaneously. This paper also gives an average case analysis of the greedy algorithm for simple functions (such as AND of literals, OR of literals), under the condition that input data are generated uniformly at random and the size of the domain is bounded by a constant. In this case, the greedy algorithm nds an exact solution with high probability, where the probability is taken over all possible input data. This gives another theoretical guarantee to the algorithm. Recall that it is already known that the greedy algorithm outputs a solution with a guaranteed
